1991 dodge 250

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Made an appointment to
see the vehicle and on my way up there, it sold. Sales person didn't call me until an hour after I
had arrived and someone was signing papers on it. That an hour after our appointment after we
checked in. The dealer contacted me and said the truck sold 7 days ago. I think they should
update sales as they happen. This dealer was knowledgeable and helpful in helping me to
purchase this truck. I would not hesitate to send others to this dealer. The dealer was friendly
and forthright about the car. I had a great experience. Kevin and the team were very
considerate, helpful, and informative. Steve S. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Why Use CarGurus? Popular searches. My notifications My Account. View Photos. Year Select
Year Don't know your type? Type Select Type. Don't know your trim? Trim Select Trim. Don't
know your style? Style Select Style. Exceptional mechanical, exterior and interior condition with
no visible wear; no reconditioning required. Minimal wear and tear with no major mechanical or
cosmetic problems; may require limited reconditioning. Normal wear and tear. Has the vehicle
ever been in an accident? Does the vehicle have any flood damage? Are there any mechanical
issues or warning lights displayed on the dashboard? Are there any panels in need of paint or
body work? Yes, 1. Yes, 2. Yes, 3 or more. Are any interior parts broken or inoperable? Do any
tires need to be replaced? Yes, 1 or 2. Yes, 3 or 4. How many keys do you have? Does the
vehicle have any aftermarket modifications? Are there any other issues with the vehicle? Get
the Edmunds Appraisal, so you know what it's worth Get an instant, no obligation offer from
CarMax to see how it compares No contact info needed, no annoying calls. Enter VIN. Generate
My Offer. Don't have your VIN? License Plate. State Select State. Don't have your license plate?
Estimated values for the Dodge RAM See more. Did you know? The term "Blue Book Value"
might refer to the Kelley Blue Book value, but is often used as a generic expression for a given
vehicle's market value. You'll need to know some basic facts about your vehicle, such as the
mileage, condition, option packages and trim level. If the vehicle is in worse shape, you'll want
to deduct a couple thousand dollars for each of the lower two condition levels. Learn more. A
number of factors will affect how much a Dodge RAM is worth. For starters, you'll need
information such as the year, mileage, condition level, options and trim level. If you need a more
accurate number, head to Edmunds, input your vehicle's details and you'll get an accurate
appraisal. The value of a Dodge RAM , or any vehicle, is determined by its age, mileage,
condition, trim level and installed options. Head to Edmunds for a more detailed appraisal,
where you can see its estimated dealer retail value along with the values for other condition
levels. There is no one perfect vehicle for everyone, so it is difficult to make a broad
assessment of the Dodge RAM We recommend you read Edmunds expert reviews and
consumer reviews to make that buying decision for yourself. When in doubt, ask to test-drive
the Dodge RAM and see how it feels. Get a free appraisal here. To understand if the Dodge RAM
is a good vehicle for you, check out Edmunds' expert and consumer reviews and ratings. To see
if it's priced right, check out Edmunds' free appraisal calculator. Sponsored cars related to the
RAM Sign Up. Make Dodge. Model Ram This truck runs and drives great and has no issues.
Nothing on this truck has been modified. NO Emails please! I have owned this truck since Dec It
was sold new in Alabama, and had 4 owners all within the state of AL. I purchased it from the
4th owner in AL and drove it home to Indiana. All of the factory paint was peeling off, so I had
the truck professionally repainted to Show-Car quality. The body is absolutely straight,! The
person I bought the truck from had started a restoration, and had completed most of the
mechanical renewing of the truck, as well as restoring the interior to as close to new as
possible. All of this work is documented with receipts. The remainder of the work with exception
of paint was completed by me personally. This truck is optioned very desirably from the factory.
All work is documented with receipts. The body has never been repaired, fenders never
removed, or tampered with from original as-built-by-dodge condition. The paint quality is far
superior than original paint from Dodge. The only exception is the rear tail-light lenses! The
engine had been removed from the truck by the previous owner work documented with receipts
by professional mechanic and completely re-sealed. The engine does not leak any oil. All of the
modifications have been performed by myself, and are of professional quality. All parts used are
of top quality. The truck has never been abused in any way, as I have been the only person to

drive it, and is far too nice to do so. It is very pleasurable to drive, and has excellent response. It
will perform on an equal basis to late-model stock diesel trucks. This truck drives as close to a
new Dodge as you will find. It does not wander, and the steering is tight and responsive. There
is no play in any of the steering linkage. The brakes are excellent. I have 2 matching spares that
will go with the truck, so keep the set matching should anything happen to one. Original spare
tire is with the truck, and is extremely clean. I would not hesitate to drive this truck
cross-country. All gauges work as they should, and odometer was rebuilt with new drive gear to
maintain its accurate operation. Speedometer is accurate within 1-mph at highway speeds to
GPS. The ONLY item that is not functioning is the cruise control. I have never gotten around to
messing with this item, but assume it would work if you get the cable hooked up. I have shown
this truck at several large shows, and always driven it to and from the event. The truck has
appeared in 3 magazines, Jan. I have a copy of each magazine that the truck has appeared in.
Truck is being sold as-is, with no warranty of any kind due to age. Please see all pictures and
read entire listing as I have tried to be very detailed and specific. If you have a question or need
a picture of a specific item, please ask and I will do my best to provide. If you need to speak with
me about the truck, I am happy to do so, but please only call if you are a serious buyer, Truck is
for sale locally. If you are in the area, I encourage you to come look at the truck. I would prefer
local-pick-up, but am willing to ship. Buyer is responsible for arranging all shipping and pickup
of vehicle. These manuals alone are a completely collectible piece. I have never seen another
complete, original set of factory manuals for a 1st Gen Dodge other than these. This truck runs
and drives great and is ready to work. I used it only a few times for plowing since I installed the
plow. The plow is in excellent condition. Will consider selling without. The legendary cummins
is very strong. The injection pump and injectors have been rebuilt. The transmission shifts
perfectly. The tires are new. No rust! Drive anywhere. To be picked up within 2 weeks unless
other arrangements are made. Located near Palm Springs. If your looking for a classic 1st gen
cummins with a bulletproof tranny, this is your truck! It was professionally built by HTS
Transmission. The truck has only , miles on it. This truck has been taken care of. Never beaten
on. The oil was changed every 3k or 4k with rotella. The motor runs great and has no problems.
It also has 4'' Diamondback turbo back exhaust, boost and pyro gauges, 2nd gen seats, pro
comp all terrain 33x New maintenance parts include new alternator, battery,steering box, ball
joints, wheel bearings and new brakes. This is a Dodge Ram Regular Cab Pickup Truck it has a
diesel- V6 cylinder engine automatic transmission currently with miles- Well maintained at all
times the truck has a 2 inch body lift it is rust free- Power steering cruise control air
conditioning tow package non smoker.. The exterior of the truck is White with an inner panel of
Brown the cloth- Interior is Gray has a long bed runs strong and in need of a new ownerGetting behind the wheel of a classic truck like this Dodge Ram Is something that stays with
you the feel of the motor the handling and- You do not see many of them this is a great truck
and great investment.. Located in Zearing IA. Financing nationwide shipping and warranties
available to qualified buyers. This is a Dodge Ram Regular Cab Pickup it was just repainted
-Dark Blue and Silver with a 9-window camper shell the truck sits on heavy- Duty all terrain tires
and comes with a tow hitch a newly sprayed in Rhino -Rubber lining in the truck bed drives well
was inspected in August of Features - Specifications. Located in St George UT. This is a Dodge
Ram Regular Cab Pickup Truck it has a diesel-V6 cylinder engine automatic transmission
currently with miles-Well maintained at all times the truck has a 2 inch body lift it is rust
free-Power steering cruise control air conditioning tow package non smoker.. The exterior of the
truck is White with an inner panel of Brown the cloth-Interior is Gray has a long bed runs strong
and in need of a new owner-Getting behind the wheel of a classic truck like this Dodge Ram Is
something that stays with you the feel of the motor the handling and-You do not see many of
them this is a great truck and great investment.. AND 2. Pulls 40ft 5th wheel loaded with no
problem. Muffler and Cat delete done by Jays muffler, Brand new oval running boards. Brush
guard, Spray in bed liner, Tonneau cover. Water pump was replaced at k. Shifts great with New
transmission filter with Dex 6 fluid. Cloth seats, driver seat is electric. Interior is in great shape
like new condition. Power mirrors, power Windows, power locks. Fold up rear seat with fold flat
under rear seat rack with storage under rack. RBP Rims are not included in sale. Make Pontiac.
Model GTO. It also has Longtube headers, free flowing dual exhuast and cat converter delete
these 3 items being not legal for on-road use in CA , it is loud Fitted with an aftermarket hurst
shifter, it is very comfortable to shift, and really moves out if you cho
rav4 timing chain
honda fit service codes
05 civic headlight bulb
ose to do so. If you want to smog this car in CA, then the headers will need to be replaced with

smog legal ones and catalytic converters will need to be installed I would trust her to drive
anywhere in the country. I just put brand new tires on the front only miles on them , there are no
check lights on the dash and it'll get in the low to mid 20's mpg if you keep your foot out of it.
Comes with a clean and clear CA title in my name and ready for transfer. Impala bel air belair
Bucket Seats back seat backseats backseat front bench seat benchseat vent trim cover speaker
logo powerglide power glide 65 water pump 2 barrel carb. Bakersfield, CA. Elk Grove, CA.
Monroeville, PA. North Kingstown, RI. Chester Twp, NJ. Rock Hill, SC. Alert Successfully
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